for pigsties
Dissolves surface crusts and homogenizes settlings
The slatted floor mixer PORCO for

shaped folding propeller produces

For the PORCO mixer a width of the

pigsties dissolves surface crusts and

a well-aimed, bundled sharp mixing

fissures up from 1,7 cm and a length of

homogenizes settlings. Fly broods on

jet through the centrifugal force. The

the fissures up from 16 cm is needed.

the surface crust will be destroyed in

propeller blades open through the

With a mixer sword lengths from 70 cm

a natural way as well as places with

centrifugal force as soon as the motor

up to 160 cm, as well as different motor

problems as in the feeding and the

is switched on. Easily stirring through

engine performances (4 kW to 7,5 kW)

dunging area. The special

the fissures without moving elements,

the mixer can be used for different con-

safety for men and animals.

structional circumstances.

homogeneous

with

naturally and

The slatted floor mixer PROCO is
slim, agile and easy to handle.

The folding propeller has a high mixing
performance with 1450 rpm.

The propeller blades open through the
centrifugal force as soon as the motor is
switched on.

16 cm

for cowsheds
Trouble-free, easy and effective!
Without removing the slatted floor

Due to the folding hinge mixer

For the TORRO mixer a width of the

mixer you can easily and safely stir

sword the motor can be totally

fissures up from 2,6 cm and a length

up the whole channel width. In long

put down in case of transport.

of the fissures up from 25 cm is

slatted floor fissures, e.g. at the edge

The centre of gravity sinks consid-

needed. With mixer sword lengths

of each element of the slatted floor,

erably. This very practical for the

from 70 cm up to 160 cm, as well

the mixer can be pushed crossways

transport. With the folding hinge

as different motor engine

over the whole channel width.

mixer sword it is also very simple

performances (5,5 kW to 11 kW)

to change sword from cattle to pig

the mixer can be used in different

version (or backwards).

constructional circumstances.

Due to the folded up mixer sword,

time
effort

hout
big

Without removing the slatted floor mixer
you can stir up the whole channel width.

the slatted floor mixer can be
transported optimally.

Folding hinge mixer sword
for an easy mixer transport. (accessory)

The propeller blades open through the
centrifugal force as soon as the motor is
switched on.

25 cm
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With the turntable, the propeller can be

When stirring up dry channels the water

With the turn off tap it is possible to

easily turned into the right position to get

flows directly in the propeller current and

turn off the water supply so that the

it out through the fissures.

causes faster a running homogeneous

hose can also be uncoupled under

slurry. With the water supply the life of the

pressure directly at the mixer.

special slide bearings can be prolonged

(accessory)

considerably.

Features
Details

Working
big effort
Use the advantages of the double swing device. With the double
swing device (accessory) the stir up area can be enlarged.

Due to the folding hinge mixer sword the motor can be
totally put down in case of transport. (accessory)

Before mixing for the first time the surface crust is usually very

This is very practical during transport. An additional transport

thick! The created intensive stream pulls the surface crust bit by

cart is not necessary. When folding up no slurry flows over

bit from the top into the high performance folding propeller.

the motor.

You'll achieve the best mixing result.
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